Diagrammatic kinetic theory for a lattice model of a liquid. I. Theory.
We present a diagrammatic formalism for the time correlation functions of density fluctuations for an excluded volume lattice gas on a simple d-dimensional hypercubic lattice. We consider a multicomponent system in which particles of different species can have different transition rates. Our theoretical approach uses a Hilbert space formalism for the time dependent dynamical variables of a stochastic process that satisfies the detailed balance condition. We construct a Liouville matrix consistent with the dynamics of the model to calculate both the equation of motion for multipoint densities in configuration space and the interactions in the diagrammatic theory. A Boley basis of fluctuation vectors for the Hilbert space is used to develop two formally exact diagrammatic series for the time correlation functions. These theoretical techniques are generalizations of methods previously used for spin systems and atomic liquids, and they are generalizable to more complex lattice models of liquids such as a lattice gas with attractive interactions or polymer models. We use our formalism to construct approximate kinetic theories for the van Hove correlation and self-correlation function. The most simple approximation is the mean field approximation, which is exact for the van Hove correlation function of a one component system but an approximation for the self-correlation function. We use our first diagrammatic series to derive a two site multiple scattering approximation that gives a simple analytic expression for the spatial Fourier transform of the self-correlation function. We employ our second diagrammatic series to derive a simple mode coupling type approximation that provides a system of equations that can be solved for the self-correlation function.